to bear to attain high levels of performance (Benjamin, 2007; Fiechter, Benjamin, & Unsworth, 2016) . Advancing age also has strong deleterious effects on the ability to remember the source or context of information (Jennings & Jacoby, 1993; Old & NavehBenjamin, 2008; Spencer & Raz, 1995) .
However, it is less clear whether there are age differences in recognition memory-that is, tasks in which the goal is to judge whether things have been encountered before or not, such as whether a face is a known associate or a stranger, whether a book or article has been read before, or whether a factual statement matches what has been heard before (Craik & McDowd, 1987; Danckert & Craik, 2013; Hoyer & Verhaeghen, 2005; Schonfield & Robertson, 1966; Verhaeghen, Marcoen, & Goossens, 1993) . Tasks involving recognition memory are standard-bearers for uses of memory in which successful performance is thought to be guided more by the task environment, including the stimulus. As such, they provide a fascinating test case for the magnitude of deficits under conditions in which self-directed processing is minimized.
In addition, theories of recognition memory are among the most advanced and successful theories in memory research, and recognition memory has been particularly informative in advancing theories of memory in young adults (e.g., Benjamin, 2010; Hintzman, 1988; Jacoby, 1991; Wixted, 2007; Yonelinas, 1994) . Examining memory aging through the lens of recognition memory is theoretically direct because those theories enable us to make more precise statements about the origins of age-related deficits, if they exist. Recognition memory is a particularly useful case because even common recognition tasks permit a separation of the actual fidelity of older adults' memory from the strategic decisions that surround making mnemonic judgments. While the bulk of theorizing regarding memory aging has concerned the fidelity of memory itself, it is plausible that age could also affect the decision processes surrounding memory judgments (e.g., Benjamin, Diaz, & Wee, 2009; Cassidy & Gutchess, 2015; Criss, Aue, & Kılıç, 2014; Gordon & Clark, 1974; Huh, Kramer, Gazzaley, & Delis, 2006; Kapucu, Rotello, Ready, & Seidl, 2008) .
Indeed, despite decades of research into human memory, the causes and mechanisms of memory aging-both in recognition memory and more broadly-remain debated. For example, theories differ on whether age differences might stem from a single global deficit in memory (e.g., Benjamin, 2010 Salthouse, 1996) or from the effects of some processes, such as associative memory, differentially declining more than others (Jennings & Jacoby, 1993; Old & Naveh-Benjamin, 2008; Smyth & NavehBenjamin, 2016; Zacks & Hasher, 2006) . Further, it is unclear whether a single age-related mechanism is sufficient to account for all age-related differences in memory or if the effects of age on memory reflect the combination of multiple age-related changessuch as both increases in semantic knowledge and a motivational shift toward prioritizing positive affect-acting in concert (e.g., Healey & Kahana, 2016) .
In this article, we provide the first-ever meta-analysis of agerelated effects on general recognition memory, with special attention paid to issues that have not been deeply explored in past work. We examine 232 studies of age differences in recognition memory to determine whether there is a general deficit in recognition memory in older adults as compared with younger adults. In addition, we test, across studies, many potential moderators of these age deficits that have been suggested by the literature; these moderators are relevant to evaluating competing theoretical claims about the origin of age-related differences in episodic memory and consequently about which variables should moderate these changes. This work is relevant both to the applied problem of characterizing the problems of memory that accompany aging and to the theoretical problem of developing theories of recognition, and theories of the effects of aging upon recognition. However, we first pause to lay out our theoretical framework for assessing and understanding recognition, and also to explain how this current meta-analysis fits into the larger body of research on aging and memory.
Discrimination and Response Criteria in Recognition Memory
Recognition memory poses a particularly informative source of evidence for theories of memory aging because it exposes the strategic decisions in how people approach memory tasks. In judging whether items have been previously encountered, rememberers are guided not just by the fidelity of their memory but also by their preference to make certain types of responses or avoid certain types of errors. For instance, imagine an older adult who passes a person on the street who looks somewhat familiar and consequently waves hello. The decision to wave is likely influenced, in part, by how confident that our subject is that the passerby is indeed an acquaintance. However, a second reason for waving may be that our subject is worried about declines in his or her memory and, thus, to avoid an embarrassing instance of forgetting, prefers to wave when uncertain even if it means occasionally waving to a stranger. By contrast, a younger individual might err on the side of not waving to avoid an awkward incident of waving to a stranger, even if it means occasionally failing to greet an acquaintance. This intuition is captured by detection-theoretic accounts of recognition memory in which recognition memory judgments can be decomposed at least two components. (For a general account of signal-detection theory, see Green & Swets, 1966; Macmillan & Creelman, 2005 ; for applications to recognition memory in particular, see Banks, 1970; Egan, 1958; Lockhart & Murdock, 1970; Parks, 1966 .) Discrimination or sensitivity captures how well people can successfully discriminate old (studied) items from new (unstudied) items; that is, it measures how much more likely it is that people will judge an item as old when the item is actually old as compared with when it is new. By contrast, response criterion or response bias captures the criterial level of evidence at which a learner terms an item old; that is, it measures whether there is any overall preference to term items old or new independent of their studied status.
In our meta-analysis, we index these properties with the measures d= and c. A larger d= indicates superior discrimination; a larger c indicates a more conservative criterion in which learners err on the side of judging items as new and unstudied whereas a smaller c indicates a liberal criterion in which learners err on the side of judging items as old and unstudied. These measures likely simplify the true cognitive processes involved in recognition memory: For instance, many studies have suggested that the distribution of strength for old items actually appears to have larger variance than the distribution of strength for new items (Ratcliff, Sheu, & This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
This article is intended solely for the personal use of the individual user and is not to be disseminated broadly. Gronlund, 1992) . This finding has been interpreted to indicate greater variability in the encoding process (Wixted, 2007) or the contribution of an all-or-none recollective process that operates for some but not all items (Yonelinas, 1994) . Other theories extend the signal-detection model with additional parameters, such as the degree to which the recognition criterion shifts across trials (Benjamin et al., 2009) . Unfortunately, the type of data that would allow estimation of any one of these more complex models appears far too infrequently in the literature to permit a meta-analysis of age differences. Thus, we thus use d= and c because they represent parameters from the best possible validated and interpretable model of decision-making in recognition given the available data. Nonetheless, it should be kept in mind that they are likely simplified representations of the exact criterion placement or discriminability for an individual or condition, and they are best interpreted descriptive indices that allow us to compare general discrimination ability and response bias across a variety of study and test conditions. Past work has largely focused (explicitly or implicitly) on age differences in discrimination. However, it is plausible that criterion could also shift with age-for instance, the stereotype that age is associated with forgetting might motivate a shift toward affirming items as previously encountered, so as to avoid "forgetting." Indeed, it has been suggested that some effects previously viewed as age differences in discrimination may in fact have stemmed from age differences in criterion placement that were not accounted for (e.g., Kapucu et al., 2008) . Thus, controlling for and examining potential age differences in criterion placement is necessary to provide a full account of memory aging. In addition, age differences in criterion (or lack thereof) are informative for evaluating different theories of memory aging, which in some cases make competing predictions about whether there should be age differences in criterion placement and, if so, what might influence them. We discuss those theories, and their broader predictions, below.
Theories of Age Differences in Episodic Memory
Many different theories have been developed in the literature to account for age differences in episodic memory; these theories make conflicting claims in some cases but overlap in others. We discuss here six classes of theories that can be assessed with the present data; in the Discussion, we also briefly note additional prominent theories that fall outside the scope of the meta-analysis. Because the vast majority of theories in this field have been stated only verbally, it can be difficult to pin down specific predictions and points of contrast. We have tried to take as broad and dispassionate a view of those perspectives as possible, but some may certainly disagree with our interpretations and consequently disagree with the implications of the meta-analysis for those theories. We hope that this work will also help sharpen the field's understanding of where our theories are underdeveloped and spur additional work on those soft points in our understanding.
One prominent class of theories, which we term process theories, attribute age-related differences in memory to the impairment of specific cognitive processes. For instance, one prominent theory (Yonelinas, 1994) posits two processes underlying recognition memory judgments: a feeling of general familiarity that does not make reference to a particular study episode and a recollection process that actively reconstructs a particular prior episode. Recollection is hypothesized to decline especially strongly with age whereas familiarity is thought to be spared (Jennings & Jacoby, 1993) . This theory accounts for the general observation, supported by past meta-analyses, that older adults have particular difficulty with tasks that are partially or wholly dependent upon remembering the source or context of information (Old & Naveh-Benjamin, 2008; Spencer & Raz, 1995) . For instance, some experiments task participants with rejecting conjunction lures made up of two previously studied parts, such as two studied word pairs reassembled (e.g., SNOW-GOLF and PROJECTOR-STONE reassembled to form SNOW-STONE). Because all of the components of this lure have been seen before, they cannot be rejected on the basis of familiarity, and recollection is required. Thus, this theory predicts that older adults should exhibit especially poor memory for tasks that require rejecting conjunction lures.
A related view is that older adults are particularly poor at initiating mnemonic processing on their own (e.g., Craik, 1986; Luo & Craik, 2008) . Thus, older adults are especially disadvantaged relative to young adults when a task requires them to initiate their own encoding or retrieval strategies, but age differences are relatively small when the environment contains valid cues that can support performance. This self-initiated processing theory predicts larger age differences, for instance, when learners must selfregulate their study by choosing how long to study each item. Conversely, age differences should be relatively small when the task guides learners to the use of efficacious strategies, such as deep, elaborative encoding; such tasks minimize the self-initiation required and assure that all learners, young and old alike, are using the best strategies. (Indeed, guiding or requiring elaborative encoding has been proposed as a strategy to ameliorate age differences; Craik, 1986.) A third process that has been claimed to be particularly degraded by memory aging is inhibition (Hasher, Zacks, & May, 1999; Healey, Campbell, & Hasher, 2008) . Older adults may be less proficient at removing outdated information from the focus of attention and at preventing irrelevant information from being attended in the first place. Although perhaps most directly applicable to intrusions in recall and to working memory tasks that require sustained attention, deficits in inhibition could also have consequences for long-term recognition memory. For instance, reduced inhibition of memory responses may lead older adults to erroneously affirm too many unstudied lure items, thus resulting in a more liberal response criterion (Huh et al., 2006) .
By contrast, what we term global deficit accounts claim that there are no specific mnemonic processes that are particularly spared or impaired with age. Rather, memory fidelity is globally decreased, perhaps because of more general cognitive changes, such as a decline in basic processing speed that impairs memory by delaying transmissions within or across neural systems (Salthouse, 1996) . These theories predict that recognition memory discrimination should be generally reduced in older adults as compared with younger adults, for all tasks and stimuli. In addition, global deficit accounts can explain declines in remembering particular kinds of information, such as the age-related deficit in contextual memory discussed above, if that information is assumed to be represented less redundantly. For instance, in the DRYAD model (Benjamin, 2010 Benjamin, Diaz, Matzen, & Johnson, 2012) , central "item" information is assumed to be encoded with This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
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some degree of redundancy, so losing part of the representation does not greatly impair those memories. Contextual information, by virtue of being less central to the material being studied, is encoded less redundantly. Consequently, any source of noise in the representation-such as general cognitive declines with ageimpairs contextual memory more than item memory, even if no separate neural or cognitive process is posited for remembering contexts or sources. Models such as DRYAD, thus, imply that age differences in recognition memory should be particularly stark for difficult tasks (i.e., those in which discrimination is generally poor) because the global age deficit will be particularly destructive for poor-quality, less redundant memory representations.
Another broad claim about older adults' memory that has been widely advanced is that it is more reliant upon semantic knowledge than younger adults' memory (Zacks & Hasher, 2006) , perhaps because older adults have simply acquired more such knowledge over the course of their lives. This emphasis on semantic representations can support veridical memory when the memoranda are tied into existing semantic or world knowledge (e.g., Castel, 2005; Castel, McGillivray, & Worden, 2013; McGillivray & Castel, 2017) , but can also lead to confusions among items that are semantically similar. Thus, semantic-processing theories predict that older adults' ability to discriminate previously studied information should be relatively spared for semantically richer materials (e.g., pictures or extended texts as compared with isolated words) but should be particularly poor in recognition tasks that require discriminating studied targets from unstudied lures that are nevertheless related to the target at a semantic or meaning level (e.g., two synonymous words).
Another class of theories, which we term motivational, is that age differences in recognition memory performance are driven not by older adults' ability to perform such tasks per se, but rather that older adults are not motivated by the types of stimuli and tasks used in typical laboratory studies. For instance, Castel and colleagues (Castel, 2007; Castel, Benjamin, Craik, & Watkins, 2002; Castel, Farb, & Craik, 2007) have argued that older adults are superior at identifying and focusing on high-value material; thus, older adults might show poor memory for laboratory stimuli because they have identified them as irrelevant or uninteresting. That is, if memory tasks were more relevant to older adults' lives, they would be more motivated to perform well, and might perform similarly or equivalent to young adults. In particular, socioemotional selectivity theory (Carstensen, Isaacowitz, & Charles, 1999) proposes that older adults perceive their time as more limited than younger adults and consequently are motivated to spend their time on experiencing positive emotions and on reviewing known information rather than on acquiring new information (Mather, 2004) . This theory predicts that older adults' memory should be comparatively good (relative to young adults) for positive emotional stimuli and should be comparatively poor for negatively valenced stimuli.
A final claim is that older adults' performance in laboratory memory tasks is affected by the phenomenon of stereotype threat (Steele & Aronson, 1995) , in which activation of a personally relevant negative stereotype results in declines in cognitive performance. For instance, a general cultural stereotype is that memory declines with age and that older adults frequently forget things (Lineweaver & Hertzog, 1998; Hertzog, 2002) . This stereotype is then activated by the researchers' recruitment materials, their task instructions, or even the laboratory name, disadvantaging older adults' task performance relative to young adults'. This claim has been supported by evidence that age differences in memory can be reduced or eliminated by eliminating references that might activate the stereotype, such as by framing the experimental task as involving "learning" rather than "memory" (Rahhal, Hasher, & Colcombe, 2001 ) and by evidence that age differences are enhanced by explicitly presenting the stereotypes within the experimental procedure (Barber & Mather, 2013 ). We will have relatively little to say about the stereotype-threat account in our meta-analysis because relatively few researchers manipulate or report sufficient details of their instructions. However, we note that this account suggests that older adults who are particularly worried about forgetting might have a comparatively liberal response criterion in which they err on the side of terming items old or studied so as not to inadvertently miss an old/studied item and thus confirm the stereotype.
The Meta-Analytic Approach
The theories described above have often been tested in separate studies. For instance, to evaluate self-initiated processing accounts, researchers might manipulate whether a deep, elaborative processing task is required and test whether this manipulation differentially affects older adults relative to young adults; meanwhile, affective valence is either held constant or not controlled at all. These experiments have contributed much to our understanding of the aging of memory. However, one challenge is that testing individual variables and hypotheses in isolation makes it difficult to assess potential influences in conjunction with each other and whether one or more than one mechanism is necessary to fully account for age differences in memory. Further, individual experiments in cognitive psychology often have only moderate power (Open Science Collaboration, 2015) , which means that the outcomes of many individual experiments are likely to be spurious (Ioannidis, 2005) .
Alternately, various forms of meta-analysis synthesize existing data from multiple experiments in a single statistical analysis. Meta-analyses have many important advantages (e.g., Cooper & Hedges, 1994) : By pooling data from many studies, they provide a more powerful assessment of the robustness of a putative effect across experiments, and they are able to obtain more precise estimates of effect size. The larger sample sizes characteristic of a meta-analysis also permit testing whether a given effect (e.g., age differences in recognition memory discrimination) is moderated by other variables, such as the emotional valence of the stimuli. Further, meta-analyses can even test hypotheses not necessarily present in the original papers, such as comparing whether age differences vary in magnitude across experiments involving memory for faces versus memory for pictures versus memory for words. Finally, relative to qualitative reviews of the literature, meta-analyses have the advantage that their conclusions are supported by quantitative information.
Meta-analyses are not without their own challenges. Analyses of existing data are necessarily limited to the subject populations and measures contained in those data sets, and they do not permit direct experimental manipulations that justify claims of causality. Further, any publication bias that exists in the literature (e.g., that positive findings are more likely to be published than negative This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
findings) would lead to a nonrepresentative sample of all relevant studies. In our analysis, we assess evidence for or against publication bias in this literature. And, in the Discussion, we revisit these limitations, their application to the present study, and how they do or do not temper the conclusions.
Present Study
To better characterize age differences in recognition memory and their potential sources, we conducted a meta-analysis of past experiments with cross-sectional comparisons of young and healthy older adults engaging in tasks of recognition memory. Past meta-analyses of age differences in memory have either examined memory processes more broadly and could not take a close look at mediators of recognition memory (Verhaeghen et al., 1993) , or they have more narrowly investigated age differences specifically in tasks that require remembering the context or source of information (Old & Naveh-Benjamin, 2008; Spencer & Raz, 1995) or that involve memory for faces of different ages (Rhodes & Anastasi, 2012) . Here, we target an intermediate level of analysis by examining specifically recognition memory but examining the broad spectrum of recognition memory tasks, which allowed us to characterize potential mediators of any age differences. We focus on cross-sectional rather than longitudinal comparisons because they are more numerous in the literature, especially for the sort of parametric experimental manipulations (e.g., of deep vs. shallow encoding) examined here; in the Discussion section, we describe some of the strengths and weaknesses of cross-sectional comparisons.
We examine, first, whether there are overall age differences in recognition memory discrimination and response criterion placement, 1 as characterized by d= and c. We then further examine whether these age differences are enhanced or reduced by many of the variables commonly varied in memory studies, such as the type of memoranda (e.g., faces vs. words vs. pictures), the affective valence of the stimuli, the retention interval, and the types of lures from which the studied information must be discriminated. (See the Method section, below, for a detailed description of all the relevant variables or Table 2 for a summary.) In selecting these variables, we are guided both by the specific theories of memory aging reviewed above and by the general set of features that commonly vary across studies or conditions. This broad examination of potential influences on the aging of recognition memory, which is possible given the large amount of data included in the meta-analysis, allows us both to evaluate extant theories as well to test for potentially overlooked age differences that may point the way to future theoretical and empirical work.
Method

Selection of Studies
A computer-based search was conducted of the literature through the end of 2017 via PsycINFO using the keywords recognition AND (aging OR ageing) . In addition, manual searches were conducted via the reference lists of review and other articles and via prominent journals in the field (Acta Psychologica; Aging, Neuropsychology, and Cognition; Brain and Cognition; Cerebral Cortex; Cognitive and Behavioral Neurology; Experiments had to meet nine criteria for inclusion. If only some experiments within a multi-experiment paper met the inclusion criteria, we included those experiments and excluded the ones that did not meet the inclusion criteria. All of these criteria were determined before examining the results from the included (or excluded) experiments.
First, we included only papers in English. Second, experiments needed to include a cross-sectional design with both a group of young adults (with a mean age no greater than 30) and a group of older adults (with a mean age no lower than 60). Occasionally, studies also included middle-aged groups; these samples were too infrequently included for meta-analysis and were excluded.
Third, because the process of theoretical interest was healthy aging, we excluded clinical samples. When studies included both clinical and nonclinical samples, we did include the nonclinical sample.
Fourth, we included studies only in which young and older adults experienced the same experimental procedure. We excluded experiments in which the procedure varied across age groups (e.g., an experiment where older adults saw each item twice during the study phase, but younger adults saw each item only once) because in these cases it is ambiguous whether any group difference should be attributed to age or to procedural differences.
Fifth, because we were interested in natural age differences (if any) in recognition memory, the young and older adults had to be allowed to freely vary in their recognition memory performance. We excluded studies in which the inclusion of young and older adults was restricted so that the samples were deliberately matched in item discrimination or criterion (e.g., with the goal of examining age differences in neural activity or source memory when item memory was equated) because these studies do not provide information for or against what age differences might exist in an unconstrained sample.
Sixth, because we were interested both in memory fidelity and in remembers' strategic decisions concerning the remembering process, sufficient measures had to be presented to calculate both d= and c, our indices of those two properties. (Typically, the presented measures were a hit rate and a false alarm rate, but d= and c could also be calculated from other pairs of measures, such as a measure of hits and a measure of hits minus false alarms.) When the relevant measures were presented only in bar graphs, we obtained numerical data by rasterizing the image and using Adobe 1 In principle, similar analyses can be performed on cued recall or free recall tasks by using Type II signal detection methods in which participants are given the option to withhold responses (Goldsmith & Koriat, 2007; Higham, 2002; Higham & Tam, 2005; Koriat & Goldsmith, 1994) . However, there are a substantially smaller number of experiments in the existing literature for which these analyses are available or could be performed, making such designs less suitable for a meta-analysis. This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
Photoshop to measure the heights of the bars relative to the scale of the axes. We excluded studies that reported only hit rate or only hits minus false alarms; these data did not permit discrimination to be distinguished from criterion placement. We similarly excluded experiments in which the test phase consisted of only targets or of only lures because these designs did not allow discrimination to be distinguished from criterion placement; we also excluded experiments in which subjects were explicitly instructed to affirm a fixed number of probes because these studies required subjects to set a particular criterion. Seventh, we included in the meta-analysis only those studies that could be clearly coded for the independent variables of interest, which are detailed below. We excluded studies that did not report sufficient information to code all of these variables and studies in which the method fell outside the relevant categories for each variable, as discussed below for each individually (e.g., there were too few studies of age differences in olfactory recognition for meta-analysis).
Eighth, we included only old/new recognition tasks. Forced choice tasks, in which subjects must decide which of several items is the previously studied one, do not provide information about subjects' criterion for responding old or new because each trial typically contains exactly one old item.
Ninth, our theoretical interest was in simple memory for events, so we included only tasks in which subjects judged particular items as studied or unstudied; we excluded source memory tasks in which subjects were given an item known to be studied and judged which of several sources it came from. We also excluded tasks in which the item and source memory judgments were integrated and could not be separated, such as exclusion tasks, in which subjects are to affirm items from one studied list or source but reject new items and items from another list or source. Other meta-analyses have been conducted on source memory and related tasks, and age-related deficits on those tasks are widespread and well accepted (Old & Naveh-Benjamin, 2008; Spencer & Raz, 1995) . We did include item memory data from experiments that included separate, consecutive item and source memory judgments (e.g., when a separate source memory judgment was made for each item judged as previously studied), and from inclusion task conditions of experiments that also had exclusion task conditions. We also included measures of old or new discrimination from experiments in which an item and source judgment were made simultaneously but separably (e.g., judging an item as being from Source 1, from Source 2, or new; in this case, the first two categories represent an old response and the lattermost a new response). Although our interest was in the behavioral old or new discrimination, we included behavioral data from neuroimaging experiments as long as they met the other inclusion criteria.
These criteria resulted in the inclusion of 501 experimental conditions from 232 experiments in 188 publications (approximate 2 total young adult N ϭ 8,615; approximate total older adult N ϭ 8,833). See Figure 1 
Coding
Dependent measures. The dependent measures of interest were group-level age differences in the ability to discriminate old versus new items in recognition memory and group-level age differences in the bias (if any) to respond old versus new. Table 1 summarizes these measures. (We also conducted a supplementary analysis of hit rates and false alarms, available in Appendix A, which largely confirmed the results of the main analysis.)
We used d= and c as indices of discrimination 3 and response criterion, respectively (Green & Swets, 1966; Macmillan & Creelman, 2005) . Because most papers included in the meta-analysis did not report d= and c scores, we calculated them using the reported behavioral measures (e.g., hit rates and false alarm rates in each condition). d= is undefined given a perfect hit rate of 1 or a perfect false alarm rate of 0; in these cases, we replaced the proportion of 0 or 1 with a proportion equal to half of one trial (Macmillan & Creelman, 2005, p. 8) .
For most papers, d= and c scores could only be calculated at the group level-that is, using the group mean hit rate and group mean false alarm rate rather than using individual hit and false alarm rates (and then averaging the resulting individual d= and c scores). However, such grouped data can often perform well 4 (A. Cohen, Sanborn, & Shiffrin, 2008 ; but see Estes & Maddox, 2005) . Some papers did report the mean of d= and/or c scores that had been calculated at the individual level; we used such data when they were available.
5
In some experiments, multiple categories were available for old and/or new items, such as when subjects responded as remember, know, or new, or when subjects judged each probe as sure old, probably old, probably new, or sure new. The selection of such categories varied from experiment to experiment, so to facilitate comparison we summed the responses in each case to create a single old category and a single new category and then calculated d= and c.
Independent measures. One of the goals of the study was to test the influence of variables that have been claimed to moderate age differences in memory. We selected a priori a set of variables that were suggested by the literature as important in characterizing the subjects, the to-be-remembered materials, and the study, re-2 Ns are approximate because some papers reported the total number of participants but did not report the number of participants assigned to a between-subject condition used in the meta-analysis versus a betweensubject condition not used in the meta-analysis (e.g., the paper reported the total number of participants, but did not report the number assigned to an inclusion task condition versus an exclusion task condition). In these cases, we approximated the N per between-subject condition by dividing the total N among the number of between-subject conditions.
3 Another measure of discrimination is a nonparametric measure of area under the curve, A z (Stanislaw & Todorov, 1999) . However, given only a single hit rate per condition (i.e., in the absence of confidence ratings), between-person differences in d= and A z will correlate highly. Indeed, in our dataset, A z correlated with d= at .93 and led to virtually the same conclusions.
4 Moreover, even participant-level analyses essentially constitute grouped data because they aggregate over multiple items judged by the participant. (For further discussion, see Pratte & Rouder, 2012.) 5 In cases where the average individual d= score was available, but not the average individual c score, we used the group-level d= score so that the d= score was based on the same data, and could be compared with, the group-level c score. This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
tention, and test procedures and that could be obtained from most published reports, and we coded each study on these dimensions. Table 2 presents a summary of the independent measures. Older adult age mean. We obtained the mean age (in years) of the older subject group from each paper. When only an age range was reported and no mean age, we used the midpoint of the age range. We did not include the mean age of the young adults (or the difference in mean age between the young and older adults) because the homogeneity of most young adult samples (typically college students between 18 and 22) meant that there was little variance in that variable.
Stimulus type. We coded the presence or absence of each of four types of study materials: words (single words and word pairs in the subjects' native language), faces, pictures (whether drawn or photographs), and text (longer, semantically meaningful verbal materials, such as sentences or paragraphs). We also report additional analyses of the distinction between faces and other stimuli because it has been argued that faces are processed differently at both a neural level (Kanwisher, McDermott, & Chun, 1997) and cognitive level (e.g., potentially by requiring more holistic processing; for further discussion, see Tanaka & Simonyi, 2016) .
If a particular memorandum consisted of two stimulus types presented together, such as a picture presented alongside a verbal label, both of the applicable codes were applied. Other types of stimulus materials, such as odors, motor actions, proper names, music, videos, and foreign vocabulary words, were not present in a sufficient number of experiments to be analyzed and were excluded from the meta-analysis. We also excluded cases in which data were reported collapsing over multiple stimulus types (e.g., each item was either a picture alone or a word alone, but data were not presented separately for pictures vs. words). Note. The mean age group differences may not exactly equal the difference in age means because of rounding. This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers. This article is intended solely for the personal use of the individual user and is not to be disseminated broadly.
Affective valence. We coded whether the affective valence of the stimuli was positive, negative, or neutral. Negatively valenced stimuli included words, texts, and pictures that were rated as negatively valenced on existing norms or that were explicitly reported by the authors to be negative, as well as faces expressing anger, sadness, or fear. Positively valenced stimuli included words, texts, and pictures normed or explicitly reported to be positive, as well as faces expressing happiness. All other stimuli (e.g., lists of words or concrete objects), as well as those explicitly reported by the authors to be affectively neutral, were assumed to be neutral.
We excluded from the meta-analysis experiments containing items of mixed valence (e.g., a mix of positive and negative stimuli) for which data were not reported separately for each condition. A small number of experiments manipulated the affective valence separately during the study and test phases (e.g., a face was presented with a happy expression during the study phase but an angry expression during the test phase). Because such experiments were too infrequent to separately examine effects of valence at study from effects of valence at test, and it was not clear a priori which would be more important, we excluded conditions in which the valence of an individual item changed from study to test.
Because in most cases the valence of the materials was clearly reported in the original publications, we expected it could be coded with high reliability across raters. To confirm this, a second rater judge the stimulus valence of a randomly chosen 10% of the experiments included in the analysis. Agreement was approximately 95%, suggesting that this was indeed a reliable judgment.
Study modality. We coded study modality as visual, as auditory, or as bimodal if materials were presented in both modalities. Other modalities examined in only a few studies (e.g., haptic or olfactory perception) were excluded.
Production. Tasks were coded as involving production if subjects were required during encoding to produce the to-beremembered stimuli by saying them out loud or writing them down or were coded as involving no production if subjects simply viewed or heard the items silently.
Intentionality of encoding. Procedures were coded as intentional if subjects were informed that their memory for the materials would be tested and as incidental if subjects were not so informed.
Study time. Presentation was coded either as self-paced if subjects could control the time for which each memorandum was presented or as experimenter-paced if the presentation duration was fixed. For the experimenter-paced, fixed-duration conditions, we also obtained the presentation duration in seconds (per presentation, in the case of multiple presentations of a single item). In the infrequent situation that presentation duration varied across items (e.g., spoken sentences that varied in their length), the mean presentation duration was used. Presentation duration was coded only for experimenter-paced conditions because few studies reported the average length for which subjects studied the memoranda in self-paced conditions, and such averages would likely be misleading anyway because self-pacing behavior is highly variable across individual subjects (Tullis & Benjamin, 2011) .
The self-pacing code encompassed both instances of self-paced deliberate study and instances where subjects controlled the presentation rate through the speed at which they completed an incidental task (e.g., each presentation lasted exactly as long as it took for subjects to rate the pleasantness of that particular item). However, it is plausible that age differences in the effects of self-pacing on memory could emerge only for deliberate selfpaced study. Thus, we also included an interaction between selfpacing and intentionality of encoding to capture any effects that emerged specifically in instances of self-paced deliberate study.
Task at study. Some experiments involved a concurrent task during the study phase. We coded each of these tasks for the presence or absence of each of four characteristics described below. Because this coding procedure was more complex than the procedures for most of the other variables (e.g., coding the presentation modality), we assessed the reliability of the study task coding procedure by having the first two authors independently categorize each task. On each of the four task characteristics, agreement between the two raters (as measured by Cohen's ) was substantial according to the criteria of Landis and Koch (1977) ; disagreements were resolved through discussion. This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers. This article is intended solely for the personal use of the individual user and is not to be disseminated broadly.
Tasks that involved deep orienting ( ϭ .70) asked subjects to perform a judgment related to meaning or to individuating features of a face, such as judging whether a noun represented an animate object or deciding on a face's most distinctive feature. Tasks that involved shallow orienting ( ϭ .62) asked subjects to perform a judgment related to visual, orthographic, or phonological properties, such as counting the syllables in a word or judging whether a face is attractive. Tasks that involved generation ( ϭ .72) required the subject to perform some processing on a cue to obtain the to-be-remembered stimuli, such as completing a word stem or thinking of the antonym of a presented word. Finally, tasks that involved divided attention ( ϭ .81) required the subject to perform a concurrent task on stimuli unrelated to the to-be-remembered items, such as performing a digit span task while studying a list of to-beremembered words.
Note that there were some experimental conditions for which none of these characteristics applied; indeed, most conditions simply presented stimuli without any concurrent task whatsoever. Conversely, some conditions were coded as having more than one of the above characteristics (e.g., subjects performed shallow orienting task on the to-be-remembered stimuli while also having their attention divided by a concurrent digit monitoring task). We excluded from the meta-analysis studies in which multiple different tasks were presented and data were not presented separately for each task type (e.g., some items were presented with a deep orienting task whereas others presented with a shallow orienting task, but data were presented only collapsing across the task types).
Number of memoranda. We coded the number of items to which subjects were exposed in the study list. In cases of multiple cycles of study phase and test phases, we counted the number of items per study list. Some experiments included "buffer" items at the beginning and end of the study list that were not actually analyzed; we included these in the count of memoranda because, from the subject's perspective, these were still to-be-remembered items and nothing explicitly indicated that the researchers would not analyze them.
Number of study opportunities. We coded whether each memorandum was studied one or more than one time. Most experiments involved only single presentations, and there was little variance in the number of presentations among those studies that included multiple presentations, so we did not attempt to distinguish among different numbers of multiple presentations.
Intervening recall test. We coded whether or not each of two types of recall test-cued recall and free recall-was presented before the recognition test. (In some cases, both types of recall test were presented before.) We excluded from the meta-analysis experiments in which a recall task sometimes preceded recognition test and sometimes did not (i.e., if the order of the recall and recognition task was counterbalanced) and data were not presented separately with and without the intervening recall.
Task type. We coded the recognition task as delayed recognition if no test was presented until the study phase was concluded or as continuous recognition if each test probe was also a to-beremembered stimulus.
Retention interval. We coded the time in minutes that elapsed between when an item was studied and when the memory test occurred. However, this variable was necessarily defined slightly differently for continuous recognition tests than for delayed recognition tests. For delayed recognition tests, retention interval was defined as the time between the end of the study phase and the beginning of the first test. However, for continuous recognition tests, in which each test probe was also a to-be-remembered stimulus, there was no distinction between study and test phases; thus, retention interval was defined as the time between the study presentation and the test presentation. To accommodate the different definitions entering into the retention interval variable, we allowed retention interval to interact with the continuous recognition variable in determining age differences.
Because memory typically declines over a retention interval according to a power law (Wixted, 2004) , in which memory declines more quickly immediately following learning than later, retention interval was log-transformed before being entered into the model. Tests that immediately followed study without any delay or intervening task were assigned the minimum retention interval of 0.08 min. Test list length. We coded the number of test probes (including both targets and lures) presented in the test phase (or per test list in the case of multiple study-test cycles). As with the number of memoranda, we included unanalyzed buffer items in this count because they were not discernably different to the subject.
Lure type. The new, unstudied lures presented during the test phase were coded for whether and how they related to the studied items. As with the study task coding, to assess the reliability of this more complex coding procedure, we had the first two authors independently categorize each task. On each of the four task characteristics, agreement between the two raters was almost perfect according to the criteria of Landis and Koch (1977) ; disagreements were resolved through discussion.
Conjunction lures ( ϭ .96) consisted entirely of parts of previously presented items recombined to create a new item, such as the two words that comprised a word pair repaired to create a new pair or a face and hat presented together during the study phase repaired to create a new face-hat pairing. Component lures ( ϭ .92) consisted of part of a previously presented item combined with a new, unstudied part, such as one word from a previously studied word pair now paired with a new, unseen word or a studied face presented with a previously unseen hat to create a new face-hat pairing. Semantically related lures ( ϭ .85) were wholly or partially new items that related to particular studied items at the meaning or conceptual level. Featurally related lures ( ϭ .83) were related to particular studied items at the level of surface similarity (e.g., words with similar spelling or faces with similar noses). Finally, lures coded as unrelated did not have any relation to particular targets aside from being drawn from the same broad population of possible items (e.g., English nouns).
As with the orienting task classification, more than one of these characteristics could be applied to a single condition if the lures simultaneously related to particular targets in multiple ways (e.g., a lure word that both belonged to the semantic category as a target word and rhymed with that target word would be coded as having both a semantic and a featural relation). However, we excluded from the meta-analysis studies in which multiple different lure 6 We did not assign these instances a retention interval of 0 because the log transformation is undefined for values of 0; instead, we used the smallest value otherwise observed in the dataset. This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
types were presented and data were not reported separately for each type. Proportion of lures. We coded the proportion of test items that were new/unstudied and should, thus, be rejected. Note that as the proportion of lures rises, so too does the optimal criterion for terming an item old/studied (i.e., subjects should be more conservative when there are more lures). Because it is implausible for a task to contain 0% lures, we centered the proportion-of-lures variable around 0.5 so that a proportion-of-values of 0 corresponded to an equal ratio of targets and lures to facilitate interpretation.
Other variables. Some experiments also reported data divided by variables other than the ones described here, such as whether a visually presented image depicted a physically possible or impossible figure. These variables were not included in the meta-analysis because they were manipulated in too few studies and/or did not widely figure into prominent theoretical accounts of age differences in memory. When experiments included conditions divided by these other variables (e.g., a physically possible image condition and a physically impossible image condition), we pooled those conditions for the meta-analysis.
Analytic Procedure
As noted above, we were interested in (a) whether there were overall mean differences between young and older adults in recognition memory discrimination (as described by d=) and response criterion (as described by c), (b) whether age differences increased or decreased with increasing d= and c (e.g., were older adults especially disadvantaged relative to younger adults on more difficult tasks?), and (c) whether these differences were moderated by the stimulus, study phase, and test phase characteristics described above.
We conducted our meta-analysis within the framework of linear mixed-effects regression (Baayen, Davidson, & Bates, 2008 ; for applications to meta-analysis, Stram, 1996) . Because the dataset included only studies in which young and older adults were tested on the same procedure, each experimental condition constituted a pair of d= data points (one d= for young adults and one for older adults) and a pair of c data points, allowing one difference score to be calculated for d= and one for c. Thus, we conducted two regressions. In one regression, we treated age differences in recognition memory discrimination as the outcome measure and their d= measures in each condition in each study as the to-be-predicted individual data points. Specifically, for every measure of older adults' d= in a particular condition, the regression model included three predictors. First, corresponding to research question (a) above, we included an intercept term that captured any mean age difference in recognition memory discrimination. Second, corresponding to research question (b), we included the younger adults' d= in the same condition; this measure was mean-centered so that the intercept term corresponded to the average age difference in d=. A slope of 1 would indicate that age differences were invariant across the range of task difficulty, a slope greater than 1 would indicate that age differences became smaller (i.e., older adults were relatively less impaired) on tasks that were easier for younger adults, and a slope less than 1 would indicate that age differences were larger (i.e., older adults more impaired) on easier tasks. Third, corresponding to research question (c), we included predictor variables for the stimulus and task characteristics described above.
7 These variables tested whether characteristics of the stimuli or of the experimental procedures led to age differences above and beyond those predicted from the mean age difference and from younger adults' performance. For example, if older adults have a special deficit in associative memory (Old & Naveh-Benjamin, 2008) , tasks that involve conjunction lures should engender particularly low performance among older adults, beyond that predicted from overall age differences and task difficulty alone. Using these predictor variables, we related age differences in d= to younger adults' d= and to the task characteristics; in a second regression, we conducted an analogous regression for the measure of response criterion, c.
In addition to these fixed effects of theoretical interest, both models included several random effects to capture betweenexperiment variability. Even close replications of the same experimental procedure can differ substantially in the effect size yielded, perhaps because of differences in subject populations or unreported methodological differences (method factors; McShane & Böckenholt, 2014) . Failing to account for these differences inflates the Type I error rate (Hunter & Schmidt, 2000) . We controlled for these sources of variability by including them as random effects, effects for which the individual categories are sampled out of a larger population (e.g., the subjects in individual experiments are sampled out of a population). Most typically, random-effects metaanalyses allow for variability of effect sizes across individual experiments (e.g., to account for methodological differences). In the present dataset, additional sources of variability (Hedges, Tipton, & Johnson, 2010; Konstantopoulos, 2011) include (a) superordinate method factors common across all of the experiments within a multi-experiment publication (of which many were included in the meta-analysis), (b) superordinate method factors common across all of the experiments from the same laboratory (e.g., characteristics of the local subject population), and (c) subject-level variability, as reflected in the fact that in some experiments the same group of subjects contributed data to multiple conditions (i.e., within-subject designs). Thus, we included as random effects (a) publication, (b) laboratory, (c) subject group, and (d) experiment. For each of these random effects, we included a random intercept to account for additional variability (across subjects, experiments, and publications) in d= and in c.
Sample size varied across the experiments included in the metaanalysis. All other things being equal, a study that included more participants provides more precise information and should be given greater weight in the meta-analysis; thus, in the random-effects regression, we weighted each study proportionate to its sample size (Hunter & Schmidt, 2004) . (In principle, an alternative proposed by Hedges and Vevea [1998] is to weight experiments according to the inverse of their variance, such that studies that provide more precise estimates are given greater weight; however, the majority of papers reporting recognition memory experiments do not include estimates of the across-subject SDs or variance in d= and c.) 7 In principle, it would be possible to also include all of the interactions among the variables (e.g., a Generation ϫ Valence interaction to test whether age differences in the generation effect are larger for negative stimuli than neutral stimuli). However, with 29 predictor variables, this would result in a combinatorial explosion of interactions, which cannot be feasibly modeled and would lead to excessive Type I error. Rather, we examined only those interactions for which we had a priori hypotheses. This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
Finally, we evaluated the statistical evidence for or against the presence of publication bias, namely, a bias for statistically significant comparisons to be published over nonsignificant comparisons. Although there exist numerous methods for assessing or correcting for publication bias (for recent reviews, see Carter, Schönbrodt, Hilgard, & Gervais, 2017; McShane, Böckenholt, & Hansen, 2016) , many require the original papers to report p values or estimates of the between-participants variance in effect size. Unfortunately, that information was not available for the majority of the papers included in the present meta-analysis; for instance, few original papers actually report comparisons of young and older adults in their criterion placement. However, assessment of publication bias can also be performed by examining the relation between sample size and the estimated effect size (J. L. Peters, Sutton, Jones, Abrams, & Rushton, 2006) . If there is no publication bias, these quantities should show no linear relationship. Nonetheless, in the presence of a bias to publish statistically significant results, small-sample studies that happen to find a large effect size (because of their sampling error) are more likely to be published whereas small-sample studies that find a spuriously small and nonsignificant effect are not. This problem might be particular acute in studies of memory aging because older participants may be more difficult to recruit. Thus, we assessed publication bias by testing whether (the inverse) sample size predicted the size of the age difference in d= and/or in c (in the presence of all other between-study variables, as is appropriate for data sets with between-experiment heterogeneity, such as this one; J. L. Peters et al., 2010) .
All models were fit in the R Project for Statistical Computing using the lmer() function of the lme4 package (Bates, Mächler, Bolker, & Walker, 2014) . (The exact model specifications are available in Appendix B.) We assessed the statistical significance of each variable of interest using likelihood ratio tests, which avoid anticonservativity (Barr, Levy, Scheepers, & Tily, 2013) . Following Baayen (2008, p. 270) , 95% confidence intervals (CIs) for the age differences were constructed from the parameter estimate plus or minus two times the SE.
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Results
Discrimination
We first examine age differences in discrimination; that is, the ability to discern which items were previously studied and which were not. Table 3 displays the results from the model of age differences in d= discrimination scores.
Overall performance. Older adults had lower d= scores than younger adults. The model estimated the overall age difference as 0.46 d= units (95%: CI [0.41, 0.51]); that is, when young adult performance was at its mean (d= ϭ 1.85), older adults' discrimination was 0.46 d= units worse, 9 close to a medium effect size according to the standards of J. Cohen (1988) . Given younger adults' average level of performance (d= ϭ 1.85), this d= difference translates into a decrease of approximately 7% in the hit rate with a simultaneous 7% increase in the false alarm rate under an unbiased criterion. This overall age difference in discrimination is captured by the significant intercept term, 10 t ϭ 18.32, p Ͻ .001. Further, this difference was more pronounced in easier tasks. The slope relating younger adults' d= score to the age difference in d= scores was approximately 0.26 (95% CI [0.21, 0.30]); thus, for every increase of 1 d= unit in younger adults' memory performance, the deficit in older adults' performance relative to young adults' grew by an additional 0.26 d= units. Put another way, for every increase of 1 d= unit in younger adults' memory performance, older adults gained only 0.74 of a d= unit; or, if younger adults increased their performance by 1 SD (from d= ϭ 1.46 to d= ϭ 2.25), they would improve their performance with a 10% increase in hit rate and 10% decrease in false alarm rate whereas older adults would show only an 8% change in each of these measures.
These relationships are depicted in Figure 2 , which plots the group-level d= scores for older adults as a function of those for younger adults. If there were no age differences in recognition memory, all points would lie along the diagonal line. Instead, the vast majority of points are below the line; for almost every experiment and task condition, the group-level d= score for older adults was lower than the corresponding young adult score. (In the Discussion, we revisit the small number of points in which older adults outperformed young adults.) Moreover, this age deficit grew as young adults' discrimination performance increased (i.e., moving toward the right-hand side of the figure) .
Task characteristics. However, age differences in d= scores were not wholly predicted by the above linear relation to young adults' scores. Rather, in some experimental conditions, the age difference was larger or smaller than what would be otherwise predicted by young adults' d= scores; that is, there was heterogeneity across conditions. As a statistical test for this heterogeneity, we compared a simple model that modeled age differences with only a fixed intercept (i.e., a fixed-effects model) to a randomeffects model that allowed the age difference to vary across conditions. The random-effects model fit significantly better, (1) 2 ϭ 229.5, p Ͻ .001, providing significant evidence for heterogeneity in the age difference across experimental conditions. 11 8 This procedure reflects the fact that, for mixed effect models with hundreds of degrees of freedom, the t-distribution has essentially converged to the normal distribution, but uses the slightly more conservative threshold of 2.0 times the SE (rather than 1.96) to account for the fact that the t-distribution never exactly converges to the normal distribution (Baayen, 2008) .
9 One potential concern is that this analysis might be unduly influenced by outlying results from one or two experiments that adopted unusual procedures. To address this concern, we also considered a version of the model in which we removed observations with standardized residuals more than 3 SDs from the mean; these observations are those that are outliers after accounting for all of the fixed and random effects (Baayen, 2008, p. 207) . If we excluded the 1% of data that were outlying under this criterion, the only change was that (a) the effect of pictures in reducing age differences in memory was now significant at the ␣ ϭ .05 level and (b) there were now only marginal effects of self-paced study (p ϭ .06) and of deep encoding (p ϭ .07). This pattern suggests that a beneficial effect of pictures for older adults characterized the majority of the dataset but that there were a small number of exceptions. 10 We assess the significance of the intercept using a t test because the likelihood-ratio test is not available for tests of the intercept.
11 Similar tests also revealed significant heterogeneity across publications, laboratories, and subject groups. The final model estimated the SD across experiments to be 0.16 d= units, 0.16 across publications, 0.09 across laboratories, and 0.11 across subject groups within an experiment. This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
In light of this heterogeneity, it can be asked whether certain types of memory tasks consistently produced larger age differences than others. To answer this question, we return to our main model (as reported in Table 3 ), which tested whether age differences were modulated by certain features of the experimental conditions. This model indicated that older adults were especially disadvantaged by many conditions in which the new, unstudied lures bore special resemblance to the studied, target items. For example, when the lures were a novel conjunction of studied parts (e.g., two words repaired to form a new pair), older adults were on average an additional 0.33 d= units worse than would be predicted from the linear relation alone. (That is, conjunction lures magnified the difference between young and older adults.) Age differences in discrimination performance were also amplified, though to a lesser degree, by lures that included one studied component paired with one novel component (0.14 additional d= units larger) and by lures that bore a semantic relationship to particular studied targets (0.24 additional d= units larger). However, lures that bore a surface-level featural resemblance to particular targets did not significantly magnify the age difference relative to unrelated lures.
Older adults' recognition memory was also especially disadvantaged for faces relative to words. Age differences in discrimination were also greater when subjects controlled the rate at which items were presented during study (regardless of whether this self-pacing occurred under intentional or incidental encoding instructions) and when subjects were given an encoding task that emphasized "deep" processing (e.g., judging whether a noun represented an animated object or whether a particular picture was pleasant or unpleasant). Finally, despite an overall tendency for age differences in discrimination to be relatively smaller on harder tasks (as noted above), longer retention intervals between study and test were associated with larger age differences.
By contrast, older adults' recognition memory was relatively spared for texts (sentences or paragraphs). For texts, age differences in recognition memory were 0.21 d= units smaller than what would be predicted by the overall linear relation described above; that is, older adults were not as disadvantaged in remembering texts. (This change appears to be driven largely by hits to previously presented texts; see Appendix A.) Age differences in recog- Note. CI ϭ confidence interval. Positive parameter estimates indicate larger age differences (i.e., older adults especially disadvantaged relative to young adults); negative parameter estimates indicate age differences smaller than the mean (i.e., older adults were relatively less disadvantaged).
This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers. This article is intended solely for the personal use of the individual user and is not to be disseminated broadly.
nition memory were also smaller (by 0.19 d= units) when a freerecall test intervened between initial study and the recognition memory test. Note, however, that both of these parameter estimates are of smaller magnitude than the overall age difference in discrimination performance (0.41 d= units); that is, texts and intervening free recall tests reduced age-related deficits but did not eliminate them. There was no significant evidence that older adults were differentially affected by presentation modality, self-generation at study, shallow encoding tasks, divided attention, intervening cued recall, list length at study or test, intentionality of encoding, or number of repetitions.
To assess whether these results may have been influenced by publication bias, we assessed whether inverse sample size predicted the reported size of the age difference in d= (J. L. Peters et al., 2010) . Adding this variable to the model revealed that there was indeed evidence for publication bias insofar as larger effect sizes were observed in studies with smaller samples, (1) 2 ϭ 6.81, p Ͻ .01. There should be no such relation in an unbiased literature, and its presence suggests that other, small-sample studies that found smaller, nonsignificant effects may not have entered into the published literature. Nevertheless, even controlling for this publication bias, the overall age difference in d= remained sizable, at approximately 0.34, as did the significant effects of all of the between-condition variables discussed above.
Lastly, to determine whether any of these effects differ for faces, because these stimuli may enjoy special status, we examined the interactions of the Face Stimuli variable with each other variable.
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Only one such interaction emerged: Valence interacted with face stimuli such that age deficits were reduced given negatively valenced faces than neutral faces, t ϭ Ϫ2.28, p ϭ .02. By contrast, for other stimuli, age deficits were exaggerated for negatively valenced stimuli, t ϭ 2.16, p ϭ .03.
Criterion Placement
We next turn to the criterion that the groups set for terming an item studied/old. Recall that a higher criterion indicates a conservative bias to judge items as unstudied/new whereas a lower criterion indicates a liberal bias to judge items as studied/old. Table 4 displays the results from the model of age differences in the placement of this criterion; positive estimates indicate variables that favored young adults setting a higher, more conservative criterion for terming an item studied/old relative to older adults (i.e., the young adults' group-level c is greater than the older adults' group-level c) whereas negative numbers conversely indicate variables that influenced older adults in the direction of setting a more conservative criterion relative to young adults.
Overall performance. Both age groups had a mean recognition criterion (c) greater than 0, indicating a conservative bias to call probes unstudied/new. However, this bias was slightly but reliably weaker in older adults. The model estimated the mean age difference in criterion placement was 0.05 (95% CI [.02, .07]), t ϭ 3.13, p ϭ .001. Older adults set a slightly lower, more liberal criterion for terming an item studied/old than did young adults, equivalent to an increase of 2% in the hit and false alarm rates given young adults' average criterion (c ϭ 0.16).
Further, the slope relating age differences in criterion placement to younger adults' criterion differed significantly from 0. This slope was approximately 0.13 (95% CI [.06, .19]), indicating that as young adults shifted toward a higher, more conservative criterion, age differences in criterion placement became larger. That is, for a 1 d= unit shift toward a more conservative (higher) criterion by younger adults, older adults made a slightly less conservative shift of 0.87 d= units.
These relations are depicted in Figure 3 , which plots older adults' group-level c scores as a function of the corresponding younger adult score. The dotted lines indicate an unbiased criterion placement of 0. The majority of young adult c scores lie to the right of the vertical dotted line, indicating a conservative criterion; similarly, the majority of older adult c scores lie above the horizontal dotted line. The solid diagonal line represents equivalent criterion placement across age groups. As can be seen, group differences in c were less consistent than those in d=; although the majority of points fall below the line (indicating older adults had a more liberal criterion than younger adults in that condition), there are also many points above the line (indicating the reverse).
Task characteristics. As with discrimination, a comparison of a fixed-effect versus a random-effects model revealed there was significant heterogeneity in age differences across conditions,
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(1) 2 ϭ 182.0, p Ͻ .001. Some stimulus and task characteristics 12 We could not perform this analysis for four variables-generation, divided attention, intervening cued recall tasks, and intervening free recall tasks-because those features never co-occurred with face stimuli. 13 There was also significant heterogeneity across publications, laboratories, and subject groups. The SD across experiments was 0.04 c units, 0.12 across publications, 0.04 across laboratories, and 0.07 across subject groups within an experiment. Figure 2 . Group-level d= scores for older adults as a function of group-level d= scores for younger adults. Each point represents one experimental condition. The diagonal line (identity) represents the relation that would be obtained if there were no age differences in discrimination performance. This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
were associated with larger age differences in criterion placement than those predicted from the linear relation described above.
14 In particular, lure type robustly influenced age differences in criterion placement, just as it did age differences in discrimination. Compared with younger adults, older adults set significantly lower (i.e., more liberal) criteria for semantically related lures, conjunction lures, and component lures. The combination of older adults' more liberal response criterion for these lures coupled with the poorer discrimination described above implies that older adults were especially apt to false alarm to these lure types (a conclusion confirmed by the analysis of false alarms in Appendix A). Once again, however, age differences for featurally related lures did not significantly differ from those for unrelated lures.
Aside from lure type, however, the task characteristics that engendered larger age differences in criterion placement were largely different than those that engendered larger age differences in discrimination, a point we discuss in greater detail in the Discussion. Specifically, compared with young adults, older adults had relatively more liberal criteria for faces and for pictures. They also had more liberal criteria for longer study lists.
However, relative to young adults, older adults set a relatively more conservative criterion for items studied under dividedattention conditions (Ϫ0.24 c units more conservative than the baseline age difference). Note that the magnitude of the negative parameter estimate for this effect was greater than the magnitude of the overall positive age difference in criterion placement (mean age difference in c: .05); that is, divided attention conditions actually reversed the overall age difference such that older adults were more conservative than younger adults.
The above results suggest that age differences in discrimination are affected by different factors than age differences in criterion placement; for instance, retention interval affects discrimination but not criterion placement. This evidence is indirect insofar as it relies on some variables having an effect on one measure but not 14 For c, if we excluded the 1% of data with standardized residuals greater than 3, two additional significant effects emerged: (1) the overall age difference was also reversed for continuous-recognition tasks such that older adults were more conservative than young adults in such tasks and (2) older adults set more conservative criteria for longer test lists. Note. CI ϭ confidence interval. Positive parameter estimates indicate larger age differences (i.e., older adults set especially liberal criteria relative to young adults); negative parameter estimates indicate age differences smaller than the mean (i.e., older adults were relatively less liberal).
another. As an additional test, we added the age difference in d= to the model of c presented above in Table 4 . All of the significant influences on age differences in c remained significant even controlling for d=, and the age difference in d= itself in a given condition was not a significant predictor of the age difference in c in that same condition ( (1) 2 ϭ 0.76, p ϭ .38). Unlike with discrimination, we did not find evidence of publication bias; a study's sample size did not predict the observed age difference in criterion placement, (1) 2 ϭ 0.37, p ϭ .54, and the estimated age difference in criterion placement was in fact larger (at 0.06 c units) in the model that controlled for publication bias. The absence of publication bias in this case is not unexpected given that most studies did not even perform direct comparisons of young and older adults in their criterion placement; thus, there is no reason significant outcomes of this comparison would be favored over nonsignificant ones.
Lastly, we again examined whether any of the effects above differed for faces in particular. In addition to the overall more liberal criterion that older adults set for faces, three other significant effects emerged. First, for faces only, age differences in criterion were enhanced (i.e., older adults became even more liberal) as per-item study time increased. (Study time did not affect age differences in response criterion for other stimuli.) Second, there was a complex interaction of stimulus type, intentionality of encoding, and self-pacing such that older adults' liberal tendency to respond old was greatly enhanced for self-paced, intentional study of faces. Lastly, another complex interaction of stimulus type, retention interval, and test type indicated that longer retention intervals were associated with more conservative responding by older adults, but only for faces studied in continuous recognition tasks. We are reluctant to overinterpret these results because (a) it is not clear they are predicted a priori by any theory and (b) the large number of such interactions tested (20) means that is likely that some would emerge as significant simply by chance.
Discussion
We analyzed 232 prior experiments, totaling over 17,000 research participants, for which we could assess differences between young and older adults in item recognition memory. We examined age differences in their ability to discriminate old (studied) items from new (unstudied) items as well as whether the age groups differed in their overall preference or criterion for judging a particular stimulus as old. We found that older adults' recognition memory was generally poorer than young adults; they were consistently less effective at discriminating new and old items. In addition, older adults set a more liberal recognition memory criterion and were overall more apt than young adults to judge items as old. Further, each of these age differences was modulated by characteristics of the materials, the task at encoding, and the task at retrieval in ways that inform theories of memory aging. We discuss each of these patterns below.
Age Differences Exist in Recognition Memory
Older adults are less accurate recognizers than younger adults. Across the 232 experiments, which varied in retention interval from seconds to weeks, in stimulus type from faces to words to pictures to texts, in affective valence from positive to neutral to negative, and so on, there was a significant overall main effect of age on recognition memory. Older adults were, on average, 0.46 d= units worse than young adults at discriminating old, studied items from new, unstudied items.
This finding is noteworthy because the status of age differences in general recognition memory has in fact been unclear (Craik & McDowd, 1987; Hoyer & Verhaeghen, 2005; Schonfield & Robertson, 1966; Verhaeghen et al., 1993) . It has been clear that older adults underperform young adults in recall tasks, perhaps because recall tasks require a large degree of self-initiated processing (Craik, 1983 (Craik, , 1986 Craik & McDowd, 1987; Danckert & Craik, 2013) . Past meta-analyses have also made it evident that older adults are impaired relative to young adults in tasks that require remembering the source or context of information (Old & NavehBenjamin, 2008; Spencer & Raz, 1995) . However, we could not say with confidence before now that simple item recognition memory declines with age.
The fact that we do observe such a deficit here has important theoretical implications. Specifically, it suggests that memory aging involves, at minimum, a general process that operates across modalities, encoding tasks, stimulus types, and test types. (As we discuss below, memory aging may additionally involve other changes that affect some tasks and materials more than others.) For example, Salthouse (1996) proposed that such changes might arise because of more general slowing in processing speed within and across neural systems. Here, we do not make any specific claims about the source of this global deficit, which the present study was not designed to address; however, we suggest that a general decline in item recognition memory should be accounted for by a successful theory of memory aging. This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
One starting point for understanding this deficit is the reminder that all tests of recognition are, in fact, tests of context memory to some degree or another. The words and pictures typically used in such studies are rarely wholly novel and are as such recorded against a backdrop of a lifetime of experiences with similar stimuli. Recognizing is in truth localizing a multiply experienced stimulus to the time, place, and circumstances of the relevant study episode. From this perspective, it is hardly surprising that older adults exhibit a deficit, because their longer lives provide a richer and consequently more confusing background of experiences against which to localize that single queried event.
Another clue to the source of this global deficit is that the slope relating older adults' discrimination performance to young adults' discrimination performance is less than unity. That is, age differences were larger for relatively easy memory tasks. (As young adults' performance increased on these easier tasks, older adults' performance did not increase quite as much.) This pattern would appear to be inconsistent with representational models, such as DRYAD (Benjamin, 2010) , in which age differences should be larger for less robustly represented information: Less robustly represented information has little redundancy in memory, so any general decrement of memory with age causes this information to be forgotten. By contrast, information that is well encoded with multiple, redundant representations can survive some degradation of memory and is retained even in old age. This theory would predict the opposite pattern of what we observed: In most cases, easy tasks should have resulted in well encoded representations that are resistant to forgetting and thus comparatively small age differences (though it would depend on what made the task easyshort retention intervals would act very differently from, say, multiple study opportunities). Instead, we observed that age differences were largest for easy tasks. This pattern suggests that representational redundancy does not account for the general age difference in recognition memory, and some other account may be necessary.
Although older adults had poorer discrimination performance than young adults in the vast majority of conditions included in the meta-analysis, there were also a handful of cases in which older adults performed equivalently or even better than young adults (e.g., Matzen & Benjamin, 2013) . It might be asked whether these data points represent special circumstances in which older adults are actually advantaged relative to young adults. However, as noted above, among all of the variables included in the meta-analysis, we found none that was sufficient to systematically reverse older adults' overall deficit in recognition memory. It is possible that these cases of superior recognition by older adults reflect some other variable, not identified here, that allows older adults to attain item recognition performance equivalent or superior to that of young adults. Another plausible possibility, however, is that these data points simply represent sampling error. Even if, in the population, young adults always outperform older adults in item recognition memory given enough subjects and trials, experiments with a finite sample size might yield some cases in which older adults outperform young adults.
Influences on Age Differences and Theories of Memory Aging
Another important conclusion from the present study is that age differences in memory are greater in some circumstances than others. That is, certain task conditions or stimuli led to an even greater age difference than the global deficit above. Many of these conditions are indeed those that are predicted by specific theoretical accounts of memory aging; in this section, we discuss these effects and their theoretical implications.
For instance, one prominent claim about memory aging is that aging more strongly affects a recollective process of reconstructing a specific study episode, but that age has little or no effect on a cognitively and neutrally dissociable process of responding based on general familiarity (Jacoby, 1999; Jennings & Jacoby, 1997; Yonelinas, 1994) . This claim has been supported by past metaanalytic evidence that older adults have difficulty remembering associations between items and their sources or between one item and another (Old & Naveh-Benjamin, 2008; Spencer & Raz, 1995) . Our meta-analysis further supported these past results: The single most drastic difference between young and older adults in recognition performance, yielding an age difference of 0.33 d= units over and above the mean age difference in performance, was for conjunction lures that were novel combinations of two familiar parts. For example, a studied face and a studied hat might be recombined to form a new face-hat pairing that should be rejected because the pairing is new (Vakil, Raz, & Levy, 2010) . Such conjunction lures cannot be discriminated from genuine studied pairs (e.g., a previously encountered face-hat pairing) on the basis of simple familiarity because in all cases, all of the parts have studied before and are familiar. Rather, rejecting conjunction lures requires reference to the particular episode or context in which the parts were encountered, and older adults were particularly disadvantaged at that task.
Another prominent theoretical claim is that older adults' memory is more reliant upon semantic knowledge than young adults', possibly because older adults have simply acquired more world knowledge (Castel, 2005; Zacks & Hasher, 2006) . This shift can benefit memory when to-be-remembered information is consistent with prior knowledge, but it can also impair older adults' memory when to-be-remembered memoranda must be distinguished from semantically similar items. (For further discussion of how increasing knowledge over the life span can be both helpful and deleterious, see Ramscar, Hendrix, Shaoul, Milin, & Baayen, 2014 .) The meta-analysis supported this claim as well. Older adults' memory deficits were smaller (though not eliminated) for texts (sentences and paragraphs), which are semantically richer than isolated words and would allow older adults to leverage their semantic knowledge to aid in remembering. Conversely, age differences were larger for faces, which, according to some theoretical perspectives, are individuated at least in part based on more holistic, configural information (for review, Tanaka & Simonyi, 2016) . Older adults were also particularly disadvantaged at distinguishing previously studied items from lure items that bore a semantic close relation (such as synonyms of studied words or words from the same semantic category, such as fruits or birds), another finding suggesting that semantics are more central to older than to younger adults' recognition. This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
Some other extant theories of memory aging received less support from the present analysis. In particular, it has been suggested that older adults are less apt than young adults to initiate helpful mnemonic strategies, such as elaborative encoding, on their own (Craik, 1986; Luo & Craik, 2008) . Thus, age differences should be larger on tasks that require self-initiated processing and smaller on tasks for which the environment already guides the learner to helpful strategies. However, we found that age differences were larger for tasks in which the experiment required learners to adopt deep, semantic encoding (e.g., judging whether a noun referred to an animate object or an inanimate one), which is generally an effective strategy for learning. This result is inconsistent with the self-initiated processing theory because requiring older adults to use the elaborative encoding strategy should have eliminated the burden of initiating such a strategy on their own and allowed them to obtain performance more similar to that of young adults. Rather, it appears that young adults were more able to seize the benefits of this type of strategy.
Similarly, the results provided mixed support for motivational accounts that suggest that age differences in memory arise in part because of different goals held by older adults relative to young adults (Carstensen et al., 1999; Mather, 2004) . Because older adults perceive their time as more limited, they may be more motivated to spend their time experiencing positive emotions and avoiding negative ones, rather than on trying to acquire new information (and new information may be more likely to be negative; Garcia, Garas, & Schweitzer, 2012) . We found the older adults were indeed disadvantaged at remembering negatively valenced stimuli relative to neutral stimuli-but only for nonface stimuli, with older adults being comparatively advantaged in remembering negative faces relative to neutral. Further, there was no significant evidence that older adults displayed a converse benefit to remembering positively valenced stimuli (faces or otherwise).
Finally, two reliable effects emerged without a strong theoretical prediction. First, older adults had especially poor discrimination performance when there was a longer retention interval between study and test. It is not clear that an a priori prediction of this effect was given by any major theory of memory aging, but it suggests that forgetting rates (e.g., Rubin & Wenzel, 1996; Wixted, 1998) may be different for older adults than for young adults. Second, age differences were diminished when a free recall test intervened between the study phase and the recognition phase. The general benefits of testing on potentiating subsequent memory have been well-documented (Roediger & Karpicke, 2006; Rowland, 2014) although age differences in the size of this effect have not been clearly established (Meyer & Logan, 2013; Rabinowitz & Craik, 1986) .
How should these disparate effects be integrated? One possibility is that memory aging reflects several independent changes happening at the same time (Healey & Kahana, 2016) . As people get older, their semantic knowledge increases, their sourcememory or recollective processes become impaired, and they are motivated to avoid negative stimuli, and each of these changes contribute separately to producing differences in recognition memory. The other possibility is that all of these effects-the increasing emphasis on semantic information, the difficulty rejecting conjunction lures, the differential forgetting rates, and so forth-are manifestations of a single underlying age-related change. This possibility has the advantage of parsimony; however, it is not clear that any of the existing theories of memory aging that we discussed above can account for all of the observed effects (although many of them certainly account for some of the effects). Nevertheless, there is the potential that such a theory might be formulated in the future. We suggest that a fruitful direction for future research will be to determine whether a single age-related change is sufficient to account for all differences in recognition memory or whether memory aging can only be fully accounted for by assuming several different, simultaneous changes.
Finally, we note one important clarification regarding the many variables that did not have significant effects on age differences in recognition memory: These variables had small or null effects on the size of the age difference in recognition memory, but that does not mean that these variables have no influence on recognition memory in general. Rather, they may have affected recognition memory, but did so equally for the two age groups. For example, we found that requiring participants to self-generate the to-beremembered stimuli (e.g., from a word-stem clue) did not moderate the size of age differences in discrimination accuracy or response criterion placement. However, this does not mean that generation has no effect on memory; in fact, past meta-analytic work has suggested that the generation effect is robust (Bertsch, Pesta, Wiscott, & McDaniel, 2007) . Rather, the generation effect simply obtained (roughly) equally for the two age groups.
Age Differences in Recognition Memory Criterion
The meta-analysis also indicated smaller, but nevertheless reliable, differences between age groups in recognition memory criterion placement. Interpreting such effects can be tricky because criteria often differ across conditions of differential discriminability, especially when those differences are across-subjects (Benjamin, 2001 (Benjamin, , 2007 Benjamin & Bawa, 2004; Rotello & Macmillan, 2006) . Nonetheless, we discuss below how there are many instances in these data in which age-related effects on discriminability and criteria do not go hand-in-hand; such effects are particularly interesting and discussed in greater detail.
Specifically, older adults set a more liberal criterion for terming items old-that is, they erred on the side of terming an item old or studied. This pattern would reduce the number of studied items that older adults miss affirming as studied, at the cost of incorrectly endorsing more studied items. The existence and nature of an age difference in recognition memory criterion has been unclear: Although some other studies also found a more liberal criterion (e.g., Huh et al., 2006) , others found similar criteria across ages (e.g., Ahmad, Fernandes, & Hockley, 2015; Baron & Surdy, 1990; Gordon & Clark, 1974) or even a more conservative criterion among older adults (Cassidy & Gutchess, 2015; Criss et al., 2014; Olfman et al., 2017) . We cannot definitively account for these differences, but we do note that the liberal shift we observe in criterion placement, although statistically reliable in a large metaanalysis, is of small magnitude (0.05 d= units). If this small difference is the true population effect size, it is not surprising that some individual studies would observe no difference or even a reversed difference.
Nevertheless, our results are broadly consistent with the claim that older adults are able to flexibly shift their response criterion in ways similar to young adults (e.g., Cassidy & Gutchess, 2015; Criss et al., 2014; Konkel, Selmeczy, & Dobbins, 2015; This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
al. Pendergrass, Olfman, Schmalstig, Seder, & Light, 2012) . Older adults generally set more conservative criteria in the same tasks that young adults did, though their criterion shifts were of slightly smaller magnitude. The above findings characterize older adults' response criterion in general, but criterion placement further varied as a function of the materials, study task, and test task. The age-related liberal shift in criterion was especially prominent for faces and pictures, for longer lists of to-be-remembered items, and for lists in which the lures were semantically related to the studied items or contained parts of the studied items, but it was diminished (and, in fact, reversed) for divided-attention conditions. These results are striking for several reasons.
First, considering why older adults' response criterion might differ in these ways can inform theories of how and why memory changes with age. One possibility is that these apparent criterion shifts are not actually changes in decision strategy per se but reflect changes in processing of the lures (Wixted & Stretch, 2000) . For example, in dual-process theories of recognition (e.g., Yonelinas, 1994) , recollection of specific episodes should only occur with material that has genuinely been encountered before; however, lures that are insufficiently distinct from targets may erroneously trigger recollection (e.g., Gallo, Foster, & Johnson, 2009) , and older adults may be particularly vulnerable to this misrecollection phenomenon (Dodson, Bawa, & Krueger, 2007) . Further, an inability to recollect the true studied material-for example, the original stimuli from which a conjunction lure was formed-may also lead to elevated false alarm rates (e.g., Gallo, Bell, Beier, & Schacter, 2006; Pierce, Waring, Schacter, & Budson, 2008) . These possibilities could plausibly explain older adults' poor performance on tasks involving conjunction lures formed of repaired elements of the targets and/or lures that bore semantic relations to the targets; age deficits in these tasks were driven mostly (in the case of conjunction lures) or entirely (in the case of semantic lures and component lures) by elevated false alarm rates. That is, even if older adults did not intend to shift their decision strategy, they may have erroneously "recollected" seeing many of the related lures during study (e.g., falsely recollecting sleep after studying rest and bed; Benjamin, 2001; Deese, 1959; Roediger & McDermott, 1995) and/or they may have failed to recollect the original targets (e.g., blackmail and jailbird) that would help them related reject lures (e.g., the conjunction lure blackbird or the semantic lure criminal; Matzen & Benjamin, 2013; Matzen, Taylor, & Benjamin, 2011) , both of which would result specifically in an elevated false alarm rate.
However, other apparent age differences in criterion placement were not driven solely by false alarms. Older adults had both higher hit rates and higher false alarms rates for faces and for pictures, which might reflect genuine changes in decision strategy with age. For example, it has been suggested that differences in memory aging in part reflect stereotype threat: Older adults are stereotyped as worse at remembering than young adults, and older adults are concerned about forgetting (Hertzog, 2002; Lineweaver & Hertzog, 1998) . If older adults are particularly concerned about forgetting known information (more so than erroneously "recognizing" an unstudied item), they may reduce such errors by setting a more liberal response criterion. That is, erring on the side of judging a picture as old or studied is a rational way to avoid failing to recognize a picture that one has indeed seen before. The especially liberal criteria that older adults set for faces may also stem from these concerns, because failing to recognize a known face may be a particularly embarrassing or socially discouraged error. It has also been suggested that inhibitory processes may particularly decline with age (Hasher et al., 1999; Healey et al., 2008; but see Rey-Mermet & Gade, 2017) . Although this account is perhaps most directly applicable to intrusions in recall and its application to recognition memory is somewhat more speculative, a decline in inhibitory control may result in older adults erroneously affirming more unstudied lures 15 (Huh et al., 2006) , and, indeed, we saw that age differences were larger in false alarm rates than hit rates (see Appendix A). Future work could clarify (e.g., through manipulations of motivation or framing; Rahhal et al., 2001 ) the degree to which age-related changes in recognition criterion placement reflect changes in motivation, decreased inhibition, or both.
More broadly speaking, the results further support a distinction between the actual fidelity of memory (i.e., the ability to discriminate old vs. new probes, discussed above) and the surrounding strategic decisions involved in producing a mnemonic judgment. Indeed, the variables that significantly influenced the magnitude of age differences in response criterion (e.g., divided attention and list length) were substantially different from those that influenced age differences in discrimination (e.g., deep semantic processing, retention interval, and intervening recall tests), with only stimulus type and lure type affecting both measures. Further, these differences across conditions in age differences in response criterion remained intact even when controlling for the age difference in discrimination performance in those same conditions. These patterns suggest that differences in criterion placement arise from at least partially different mechanisms from differences in discrimination and consequently are affected by different variables.
It is less clear what might account for some of the other age differences in criterion placement, such as the fact that older adults' recognition judgments grew especially liberal relative to young adults as the number of to-be-remembered stimuli increased. Although a general effect of list length on memory accuracy has been well documented (Strong, 1912 , but see Dennis, Lee, & Kinnell, 2008 , it is less clear why this variable might affect criterion placement. Thus, a final conclusion is that there is a need for more detailed theories of how and why recognition memory criterion changes with age, including whether these shifts reflect a genuine change in decision strategy versus some other process, such as misrecollection. To date, most theorizing in memory aging has focused on changes in memory fidelity itself. Although no doubt important, memory is always more than just remembering (Benjamin, 2007) : The strength of memory itself invariably interacts with decisions about when to study, how to study, how long to study, what cues to submit to memory, and what types of errors are particularly important to avoid (Finley, Tullis, & Benjamin, 2010) . To understand how older adults recognize a familiar face, judge whether a newspaper article contains new or known information, or bring to mind their to-do list for the day, there is a need 15 This interpretation only holds to the extent that one views a recognition memory task as a search for evidence that a stimulus is an old, studied item. If instead the recognition memory task is viewed as one of detecting new items, then poor inhibition might result in a disproportionate rate of new responses. This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
to understand both the fidelity of their memory itself and the strategic decisions surrounding study and retrieval.
Recognition and Recall in Older Adults
We opened this meta-analysis by noting that age deficits are already well documented in recall tasks (e.g., Craik & McDowd, 1987; Danckert & Craik, 2013) ; here, we establish that such deficits also exist in recognition. Although the goal of the present meta-analysis was to investigate recognition in and of itself rather than to contrast it with recall, our results nevertheless suggest several implications for the contrast between recall and recognition. First, given that age deficits do exist in recognition, it is not necessarily clear that there is a theoretically meaningful division to be drawn between age-related effects on recall and recognition. That is, the core deficit may be one that is general to all memory tasks. Second, to the extent that age deficits are larger in recall, it may not be because recall requires self-initiated processing; we did not find strong evidence that older adults performed worse on those tasks requiring more self-initiated processing. Finally, given that older adults do show a decline in recognition, we note that recognition-and not just recall-may be useful for testing theories about the underlying mechanisms of age-related deficits. One potential advantage of recognition is that even common recognition tasks permit sensitivity to be distinguished from response criterion to some degree; although it is principle possible to do so in recall as well (e.g., using Type II Signal Detection; Goldsmith & Koriat, 2007; Higham, 2002; Higham & Tam, 2005; Koriat & Goldsmith, 1994) , the relevant tasks are used far less widely. Nevertheless, because the present analysis did not constitute a direct comparison between recall and recognition, these conclusions remain somewhat speculative, and there is a need for further analysis-perhaps meta-analysis-of the contrast between recall and recognition in old age.
Theoretical Limitations
Although the large size of the meta-analysis dataset provides important support for the theoretical claims above, the nature of our meta-analysis does place several limitations on generalization. First, analyzing the published literature meant that we could include and analyze only those variables that were discussed in the original reports, which limited our ability to assess some theories of memory aging. For example, stereotype-threat accounts of cognitive aging (Barber & Mather, 2013; Rahhal et al., 2001) suggest that age differences in recognition memory efficacy should be greater when the task instructions refer to "memory" and "forgetting" and activate a negative stereotype about aging whereas they should be smaller if the task does not reference memory. We could not directly evaluate the effect of stereotypeactivation instructions because few Method sections report the exact instructions provided to participants. Similarly, it has been suggested that apparent age decrements in memory might be a function of the time of day at which participants are tested (Hasher et al., 1999; Zacks & Hasher, 2006 ), but we could not evaluate this hypothesis because very few papers report the time(s) of day at which data was collected (and, indeed, it was likely that this variable was often not systematically manipulated or controlled). We encourage authors of future papers to report the details that might permit a meta-analytic test of these theories. Even among the theories we did assess, there may also be other manipulations or conditions that would provide more effective tests of these theories but that did not appear with sufficient frequency in the literature for meta-analysis. For example, a strong prediction of motivational accounts is that age differences should be modulated by experimentally manipulating the value of particular items (e.g., Castel et al., 2002 Castel et al., , 2007 Hargis & Castel, 2018; Hennessee, Knowlton, & Castel, 2018; McGillivray & Castel, 2017) , but this manipulation did not appear in the literature with sufficient frequency for meta-analysis.
Second, the meta-analysis also did not include every possible interaction among predictor variables, which might have obscured the effects of some potentially relevant variables. For example, we did not observe that presentation modality affected age differences in recognition memory; older adults were neither particularly advantaged nor disadvantaged for materials presented aurally rather than those presented visually. However, it is possible in principle that modality does affect age differences in recognition memory, but only (for instance) when the study list is particularly long, which would have been captured in a Modality ϫ Number of Memoranda interaction (although we had no reason to predict such an interaction). We did not include every such interaction because the large number of variables included in the meta-analysis would have produced a combinatorial explosion of interactions, inflating the Type I (false positive) error rate and reducing the degrees of freedom, and consequently our statistical power, for detecting the effects that we were interested in. Rather, we included only those interactions for which we had specific a priori interest. Nevertheless, it is possible that some other combination of variables might yield effects that were not tested here.
Third, although not an inherent limitation of meta-analysis, this particular analysis concerned only cross-sectional designs in which a group of older adults was compared with a separate group of young adults, rather than longitudinal studies of memory over time. We focused on cross-sectional designs because of their wide use in the study of memory aging, especially for the sort of parametric manipulations of study and test conditions analyzed here, but longitudinal studies (e.g., Hertzog, Dixon, Hultsch, & MacDonald, 2003; Park, Lautenschlager, Hedden, Davidson, Smith, & Smith, 2002; Salthouse, 2004 Salthouse, , 2016 make their own important contributions to understanding cognitive aging. For instance, although in the present study we did not observe large differences as a function of age within the older-adult group, longitudinal studies may more effectively reveal the specific trajectory of memory change, such as a sharper drop-off at the oldest ages (Salthouse, 2016) . Longitudinal studies that trace withinindividual change may also more effectively address heterogeneity across individuals, which can be substantial in older-adult populations (and may in fact predict cognitive change in and of itself; MacDonald, .
Lastly, longitudinal studies can address the concern that crosssectional age comparisons may be influenced by some other, uncontrolled difference across groups; for instance, young adult samples drawn from college populations may be more educated than older adults. In our present meta-analytic dataset, education does not appear to account for younger adults' superior recognition performance (although our sample was somewhat more educated than the population as a whole): Among the 153 studies that This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
reported the participants' years of education, the older-adult group was in fact more educated on average (M ϭ 15.1 years of education vs. M ϭ 14.3 for young adults), and when the between-groups difference in years of education was added into the statistical models, it did not significantly predict age differences in discrimination, (1) 2 ϭ 0.15, p ϭ .69, nor those in response criterion, (1) 2 ϭ 1.26, p ϭ .26. Nevertheless, there may be other between-groups differences that could be better accounted for by a longitudinal study. Of course, longitudinal studies have their own limitations; for instance, repeated testing on similar procedures may allow participants to develop task-specific strategies (Hultsch, 1974; Postman & Schwartz, 1964) . Ultimately, we may best understand memory aging by combining the strengths and weaknesses of the present analysis with a future meta-analysis of longitudinal change.
Limitations of Meta-Analysis
Other limitations are intrinsic to meta-analyses in general. In comparing across existing studies, we did not exert direct experimental control, so our ability to infer causality is limited; it may be that differences across studies were driven by some other, unidentified variable. Another concern is the potential existence of publication bias: The data available in the literature may represent a biased sample of all possible data-for instance, statistically significant results may be more likely to be published than null or nonsignificant results-that would correspondingly distort a metaanalysis based on those data. We conducted Peters' test (J. L. Peters et al., 2006 Peters et al., , 2010 and found evidence for a publication bias favoring significant age differences in discrimination, 16 but no such bias for criterion placement. Nevertheless, even controlling for publication bias, the age difference in discrimination performance and the sources of between-subjects heterogeneity remained significant.
One reason that the present dataset may not have been so greatly distorted by a publication bias favoring significant results is that both the presence and absence of age differences are predicted by different theoretical accounts. As noted above, some theoretical accounts propose a global deficit in memory aging (e.g., Benjamin, 2010; Salthouse, 1996) whereas others propose age deficits exist mainly or entirely for specific cognitive processes, such as remembering the source or context of information (e.g., Jennings & Jacoby, 1993; Naveh-Benjamin, 2000; Old & Naveh-Benjamin, 2008; Zacks & Hasher, 2006) . Thus, both null effects on overall memory (as predicted by a hypothesis of deficits in particular processes) and significant effects on overall memory (as predicted by a global deficit account) would be of interest to the field and likely to be published in the literature; consequently, there is less likely to be a gross publication bias favoring overall differences in d=. Publication bias is even less likely to be a factor in age differences in criterion placement because many articles did not even report tests of age differences in criterion placement; thus, there is no possibility for significant outcomes of this test to be favored over nonsignificant outcomes. Indeed, if anything, publication bias if anything is likely to be in the direction against finding such differences: Researchers are typically more interested in discrimination than criterion placement, and large criterion differences can make it more difficult to observe differences in discrimination (e.g., through floor or ceiling effects), so researchers are likely to avoid experimental designs that yield substantial differences in criterion placement.
However, in line with past evaluations of meta-analysis (McShane et al., 2016), we emphasize that inferences about publication bias and its consequences are only inferences, because the set of unpublished studies is ultimately unknown. Concerns about publication bias can be fully mitigated only when all of the studies or data are known, such as through preregistered reports.
Methodological Implications
This caveat points to one other important limitation of the present study: We were limited to data that allowed us to obtain measures of both discrimination accuracy and response criterion. Although this included a large number of experiments (232), a number of other experiments were potentially relevant to the meta-analysis but had to be excluded because the authors reported only a single dependent measure, such as only hit rates or only a difference score between hits and false alarms-both of which are insufficient to disentangle discrimination from response criterion. Further, even the studies we did include generally allowed us only to compute d= and c as descriptive indices of discrimination and criterion placement, rather than the more accurate measures that could be obtained from more nuanced unequal-variance (Wixted, 2007) or dual-process (Yonelinas, 1994) models. Fortunately, the experiments with sufficient data for inclusion are likely to be a reasonably representative subset of all experiments; it is unlikely that the studies excluded for insufficient data systematically differed in their experimental design or outcomes. (That is, the studies for which insufficient data was reported were unlikely to systematically differ in, say, the retention interval between study and test.) Thus, the conclusions of the meta-analysis are unlikely to be drastically altered by these omissions. Nevertheless, it would be helpful if researchers more consistently reported measures of both discrimination and criterion (or data that would allow such measures to be computed), and perhaps even those that would allow more detailed models of the decision process to be fit to the data (e.g., by obtaining confidence ratings). The meta-analysis could have included an even larger data set (and hence obtained more precise estimates), and it would mitigate any concerns that the remaining experiments were in some way nonrepresentative of all experiments. Indeed, given the evidence discussed above that age differences in discrimination versus those in response criterion are affected by different variables and may reflect different underlying causes, researchers may find it theoretically informative to test hypotheses about both discrimination and criterion placement.
In addition, for most of the experiments included in the analysis, we could only compare the group-level d= and c scores (e.g., the d= for all older adults in a condition vs. the d= for all younger adults in a condition) because in very few cases did we have data on how much those scores varied within a group. That is, it would be possible to compute a d= score for each individual participant and then assess the SD of these scores across each of the individuals in 16 Although this test for publication bias suggests there may be unpublished data with smaller age differences in discrimination, it is unclear where such data, if they exist, may lie: We contacted over 20 prominent labs in memory aging, but we did not find any unpublished data meeting the existing inclusion criteria of the meta-analysis. This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
the older adult group (and, analogously, across each individual in the young adult group); thus, avoiding the potential hazards of working with group-level data (Estes & Maddox, 2005) . Thus, one conclusion is that small additions to the data reported in a typical recognition memory paper could substantially enhance future meta-analyses as well as the analyses contained within the papers themselves. We suggest that it would be helpful for future analyses of recognition memory to include both measures of memory fidelity and criterion placement-perhaps those obtained from sophisticated models of the recognition decision processand to include data on how these measures vary across individuals at the subject level. In addition, as noted above, given claims that age differences in recognition memory may be driven by the instructions (Rahhal et al., 2001) or by the time of day (Hasher et al., 1999) , it would also aid theoretical advancement to discuss these variables more routinely in Method sections.
Conclusions
One of the most basic and fundamental tasks in memory is recognition: deciding whether a particular face, word, text, or picture has been encountered before. This ability is not constant over the life span. A meta-analysis of item recognition memory experiments indicated important differences in how young and older adults judge items as old or new. Recognition memory generally declined in older adults relative to young adults, resulting in a reduced ability to discriminate new items from old items. These declines were particularly acute for recognition tasks including lures that were comprised of familiar, studied parts and for lures semantically related to the targets, but they were smaller for semantically rich materials. There was also some evidence that older adults were particularly disadvantaged at remembering negatively valenced stimuli (except faces). Together, these results support several existing theoretical claims about memory aging: Older adults have particular difficulty remembering contextual or associative information, older adults rely more heavily on semantic information, and older adults are motivated to not attend to negative stimuli. In addition, older adults tended to set more liberal recognition criteria that led them to err on the side of terming items old rather than new, which might in part reflect concerns about increased forgetting with age. More broadly, these data represent a comprehensive look at the factors that constrain the aging of item recognition memory and constrain future development of theories about the cause or causes of memory aging.
Analysis of Hit Rates and False Alarm Rates
As a supplement to our primary analysis, we also modeled age differences in hit rate (reflecting a combination of greater discrimination ability and a liberal criterion) and false alarm rate (reflecting a combination of poorer discrimination ability and a liberal criterion). Specifically, we used the differences in the log odds (logit; Agresti, 1996) of hit responses and of false alarms responses to avoid problems with the addition or subtraction of proportions. Aside from the change in the dependent variable, the models were otherwise identical to those reported in the primary analysis.
These results, reported in Table A1 and Table A2 , largely confirm the results of the main analysis. For instance, older adults had both an overall lower hit rate than young adults, t ϭ Ϫ8.94, p Ͻ .001, and a higher false alarm rate, t ϭ 15.20, p Ͻ .001, consistent with the finding that older adults had poorer overall discrimination. Further, age differences were larger in false alarms: The odds of false alarms were 1.65 times greater for older adults than young adults, but the odds of hits were only 1.39 times greater for young adults than older adults. This accords with the finding that older adults overall had a somewhat more liberal response criterion (a difference that would increase the false alarm rate) than young adults.
Some effects on discrimination were evident in both hit rates and false alarms (i.e., a mirror effect; Glanzer, Adams, Iverson, & Kim, 1993) : Longer retention intervals both lowered older adults' hit rates and increased their false alarms relative to young adults. Some differences in criterion placement were also observed across hit and false alarms. Older adults had both higher hit rates and higher false alarm rates for faces and pictures as compared with words; however, these two effects were also accompanied by elevated false alarm rates, consistent with the liberal criterion shift reported in the main text.
However, some effects were observed only in hit rates or only in false alarms. One particularly striking pattern, as also implied by the changes in d= and c, is that older adults had an especially elevated false alarm rate when lures bore some semantic relation to the targets or when the lures contained one component of a studied target, but they had no corresponding change in hit rate. False alarms were also especially elevated for conjunction lures comprised of two studied pieces re-paired although the presence of these lures also led to some decrease in older adults' hit rates. Conversely, older adults' relatively liberal criteria given longer study lists appears to be reflected mostly in hits, and older adults' relatively spared memory for texts was driven largely by hits to previously presented texts.
As suggested by the absence of any corresponding effects on d= and c, neither the age difference in hit rates nor in false alarm rates was influenced by stimulus valence, presentation modality, production or self-generation at study, shallow encoding tasks, or multiple study opportunities.
(Appendices continue)
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